NOW HIRING

» 1st & 2nd shift positions in our Reedsburg Distribution Center
» $13.25–$14.25/hr + shift, weekend & holiday premiums
» Up to $22.08/hr on peak dates

SEVERAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Packing, Orderfilling, Material Handling, Stocking, Monogramming, Returns

Why work holiday season with us?
GREAT PAY. FUN PEOPLE. FLEXIBLE HOURS.

APPLY TODAY
www.landsend.com/jobs
What opportunities are available?

PACKER. ORDERFILLER. STOCKHANDLER. AND MORE.

PACKER
You sort merchandise into orders according to the information on the order tickets. You need to verify product numbers and match them to the order information. You verify that special added services, such as monogramming, are performed as requested. You are accountable for the accuracy, quality, and appearance of each order packed.

ORDERFILLER
You select merchandise from stock as stated on an order ticket to fill external/internal customer orders.

STOCKHANDLER/MATERIAL HANDLER
You load and receive incoming merchandise from a variety of vendors. Check merchandise for proper identification and move to the appropriate locations.

MONOGRAM OPERATOR
You personalize product, such as stockings and towels, following customer requests. Monogram Operators are required to operate monogramming machines, as well as other personalization equipment.

RETURNS (PROCESSING & ANALYZING)
PROCESSING: You receive, open and process returns to Lands’ End. Utilizing Lands’ End computer systems initiate the correct return service to customer (gift card, replacement product etc.)
ANALYZING: You process returned merchandise by inspecting, prepping and determining correct action of returned product.

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
• Continuous standing and walking for 8-10 hours per day.
• Ability to use hands, wrists, arms and shoulders in repetitious movements.
• Ability to lift up to 30 lbs. and push/pull up to 50 lbs.
• Good eye/hand coordination
• Frequent wrist & neck flexion/extension
• Continuous bilateral grasp & continuous fine finger manipulation
• Frequent reaching below, above, and shoulder level
• Frequent forward flexion
• Frequent twisting of the back

APPLY TODAY
www.landsend.com/jobs